INTRODUCTION
============

Screening for prostate cancer (PC) using prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing remains controversial. According to the European Randomised Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer, PSA-based screening reduces PC-specific mortality by 21% \[[@B1]\] and yet the findings from this study are insufficient to justify population-based screening. Overdiagnosis by PSA screening of disease that is more appropriately managed with active surveillance is estimated at 50% \[[@B1]\]. Subsequent treatment of men with insignificant disease leads to unnecessary harm, which makes population screening unacceptable \[[@B2]\], even to the vast majority of urologists. For any screening program to maximize benefit and minimize harm, men with clinically low-risk PC need to be identified and managed with active surveillance rather than being indiscriminately radically treated. Low-risk PC as defined by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network is clinical stage T1 to 2a, Gleason score 6 of less, and PSA\<10 ng/mL \[[@B3]\]. Overdetection of indolent disease is not the issue but rather overtreatment, which carries an economic burden and risks of urinary incontinence, erectile dysfunction, and urethral stricture \[[@B4],[@B5]\].

The lack of a validated population-based screening protocol for such a ubiquitous disease underlies the dilemma of PC management. In many cases, only well-informed men who meet certain criteria (age, comorbidities) and understand the issues surrounding screening undergo PSA testing, digital rectal exam, and biopsy. Both transrectal and transperineal prostate biopsy are \"blind\" techniques that randomly detect both high- and low-grade disease with a significant false-negative rate \[[@B6]\]. The detection is random or nontargeted because ultrasound does not reliably demonstrate PC tissue. A better strategy to prevent harm stemming from overdiagnosis of indolent disease is required. The advent of active surveillance protocols based on individual risk stratification of patients has somewhat equilibrated the imbalance between diagnosis and treatment. The complicating factor has been that the biopsy pathology (Gleason score) on which risk stratification is based underestimates PC aggressiveness by up to 30% \[[@B1]\]. This adds the confounding and arguably more serious issue of under-treatment of high-risk disease.

The advent of multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mp-MRI) of the prostate and more recently targeted MRI-ultrasound fusion biopsy has provided a targeted and more accurate means of diagnosing PC in men with an elevated PSA level. In the best hands, mp-MRI of the prostate has a specificity approaching 90% and a negative predictive value of around 85% \[[@B7],[@B8]\]. Therefore, a negative mp-MRI result justifies a nonbiopsy approach at least in the first instance. Interval PSA monitoring is a sensible clinical strategy in this setting. The value of mp-MRI is in decreasing the rate of unnecessary biopsy in men with elevated PSA. Emerging data also suggest that mp-MRI of the prostate may prove useful in determining which patients are managed with active surveillance \[[@B9]\]. Pathological diagnosis is still necessary before stratifying patients into high- and low-risk categories. The authors see the role of mp-MRI as a means of clarifying an abnormal PSA result, not replacing PSA as the initial diagnostic test. The downside is that mp-MRI of the prostate is expensive and not readily available in all centers.

Yet questions remain: can mp-MRI be calibrated to detect biologically significant disease?

In the prediagnosis setting, mp-MRI may be useful for clarifying elevated PSA levels. In the setting of active surveillance, it may lead to the detection of PC progression. As with any new technology, objective evaluation of the clinical applications of mp-MRI is essential. How should we judge mp-MRI of the prostate and its ability to detect PC? This last question in particular is the focus of this review.

BACKGROUND: MULTIPARAMETRIC MRI OF THE PROSTATE
===============================================

mp-MRI combines anatomical T2-weighted imaging (T2WI) with multiple functional parameters ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) to more accurately assess and characterize PC. A high-resolution T2-weighted image is usually combined with a minimum of two functional parameters to achieve the highest sensitivity and specificity \[[@B10]\]. Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) add specificity to lesion characterization. Dynamic contrast enhancement (DCE) with gadolinium adds sensitivity for cancer detection \[[@B10]\].

T2WI demonstrates the zonal anatomy and capsule of the prostate. PC in the peripheral zone appears usually appears as a round or poorly defined low signal area ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). T2WI alone is sensitive but not specific for PC. In many cases it cannot reliably differentiate PC from prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia, hemorrhage, or prostatitis. Transitional zone tumors are more challenging to detect owing to the similar appearance of benign prostate hypertrophy and malignancy. The addition of at least two functional parameters significantly improves sensitivity and specificity \[[@B10]\]. These parameters include a combination of DWI, DCE, and MRS. DCE evaluates tumor angiogenesis ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). It is performed by administration of a gadolinium-based contrast medium. It has been shown to be able to detect significant disease in up to 93% of cases \[[@B10]\]. It has particular clinical utility in patients with a previous negative biopsy result with rising PSA. It is a useful means of detecting recurrence following radical treatment \[[@B11]\].

PC restricts the diffusion of water molecules as the result of hypercellularity and destruction of normal glandular tissue. DWI allows an apparent diffusion coefficient, or ADC, map to be calculated, enabling both qualitative and quantitative assessment of PC aggressiveness. Cancer shows a lower ADC value than does normal tissue \[[@B12]\]. The \"b value\" with respect to diffusion-weighted sequences is a measure of variation in the strength of the magnetic field. At higher b values the sensitivity to water shift or diffusion is increased and anatomical information is filtered out. This enables areas of water restriction (tumor cells) to be more easily identified compared to the normal cells that allow water to diffuse more easily \[[@B12]\]. This is because water movement is restricted in highly cellular tissues. The b value is a topic of growing research interest. Values range from 0 (which is essentially a T2-weighted image) to 2,500 s/mm^2^. At this higher range, the anatomical features are not distinguishable and sensitivity to diffusion is at its peak. An area of suspicion will show up as a bright spot on a b value map, which corresponds to a darker region on an ADC map ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Early data suggest that the application of an ultrahigh b value may be beneficial in PC detection. Katahira et al. \[[@B13]\] (n=201) demonstrated by comparison to whole mount pathology that the addition of DWI with a b value of 2,000 s/mm^2^ to T2WI has the potential to improve the detection of PC. At this early stage, it still important for clinicians to consider the overall risk of significant disease based on a system such as PIRADS (prostate imaging reporting and data system) which incorporates a range of parameters.

Notably, several studies have demonstrated that ADC values correlate with Gleason scores. DWI and ADC can assist in the risk stratification of patients on the basis of tumor aggressiveness \[[@B14]\]. Donati et al. \[[@B15]\] demonstrated that ADC was an independent predictor of tumor aggressiveness, which could significantly differentiate disease with a Gleason score of 6 from disease with a Gleason score of 7 and above. Boesen et al. \[[@B16]\] demonstrated that measuring the ADC of normal tissue and of malignant tissue to develop a ratio leads to a more precise correlation with Gleason score. Furthermore, the authors claimed that the ADC ratio improves accuracy in discriminating tumors with a Gleason score≤7 (3+4) from tumors with a Gleason score≥7 (4+3). While this technology has the potential to reliably differentiate significant disease from indolent disease, it cannot distinguish between individual Gleason scores.

MRS can evaluate tumor metabolism by measuring concentrations of choline, citrate, and creatinine. Benign prostate tissue is rich in citrate. Malignancy is characterized by loss of the citrate peak and corresponding gain in the choline or creatinine peak. This technique is more technically demanding and time consuming and thus not as common as DWI and DCE \[[@B12]\]. Weinreb et al. \[[@B17]\] (n=110) demonstrated that the addition of MRS does not improve the diagnostic accuracy of mp-MRI. Most modern mp-MRI eliminates this phase.

SYSTEMS FOR PREDICTING PC RISK ON IMAGING
=========================================

A validated process of predicting final pathology from radiological parameters would further enhance risk stratification. A significant percentage of lesions detected by mp-MRI are benign \[[@B18]\]; therefore, it is important that radiologists have a reliable method of assessing the risk of malignancy in all visible lesions. A number of scoring schemes are used by radiologists to predict risk of PC on the basis of mp-MRI findings. The Likert-type scoring system is a subjective 5-point scale that radiologists use to assess risk of malignancy. Being a subjective tool, it relies significantly on the experience of the assessor \[[@B19]\].

PIRADS is a structured radiological reporting scheme for mp-MRI of the prostate ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) that is comparable to breast imaging-reporting and data system (BIRADS) for breast imaging. It has been validated for risk stratification in the setting of repeat biopsies \[[@B20]\]. It is based on three main parameters, namely, the T2 signal, DWI, and DCE with gadolinium. A score is given that correlates with the risk of malignancy on pathological assessment ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The images presented in [Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (T2WI), [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (DCE), and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (DWI with corresponding ADC map) demonstrate images from the same patient. On the basis of these parameters, this patient was assigned a PIRADS score of 5 indicating that the lesion in the right peripheral zone was highly suspicious for malignancy. The predicted Gleason score for this lesion was 4+3, largely based on the ADC map ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This prediction was later confirmed by radical prostatectomy pathology. In addition to the PIRADS score, which aims to determine whether a lesion is significant, extraprostatic involvement is usually scored on a 5-point scale \[[@B20]\].

It can be difficult to assess the risk of a lesion, especially when the various functional parameters are discordant \[[@B21]\]. Vache et al. \[[@B21]\] compared several scoring systems used for mp-MRI of the prostate including the Likert and PIRADS schemes. Those authors argued that experienced radiologists can delineate malignancy from benign change subjectively, even in the absence of a clearly defined score based on the various parameters. Their data were ultimately in favor of a subjective Likert-based system, although Likert was familiar to the radiologists in their center compared with PIRADS.

Rosenkrantz et al. \[[@B19]\] demonstrated that both PIRADS and Likert performed well for tumor localization with the caveat that the more subjective Likert system was preferred in the transition zone, where interpretation is frequently complicated by the presence of benign hypertrophy. According to Junker et al. \[[@B22]\], it may be necessary to amend the PIRADS scoring system for DCE in the transition zone given its limitations in differentiating PC from benign disease in this region. It is important that consensus is reached regarding an objective scoring system in the transition zone so that risk assessment may continue to improve with the use of this technology.

COMPARISON OF PREOPERATIVE mp-MRI WITH RADICAL PROSTATECTOMY HISTOPATHOLOGY
===========================================================================

The gold standard of evaluating mp-MRI is comparison of preoperative radiological parameters with the histopathology following analysis of radical prostatectomy specimens. This important comparison has not been comprehensively studied to date, yet is potentially the most valid means of evaluating mp-MRI. The limitations of data with mp-MRI include a lack of easy access owing to cost and limited machines compounded by a correspondingly large-scale paradigm shift to the use of this modality, which has been rolled out in an ad hoc fashion. mp-MRI is currently not subsidized by Medicare in Australia, meaning that patients must pay a substantial out-of-pocket fee. It is largely performed in the private setting. Despite the limitations of the data, however, there are credible studies with promising results.

In terms of comparing preoperative mp-MRI with postoperative histopathology, Styles et al. \[[@B23]\] from Melbourne demonstrated (n=38) that analyzing T2WI and DWI in combination was the best strategy for detecting localized PC with a reported sensitivity of 85% for cancers with a volume \>0.5 mL. Kitamura et al. \[[@B24]\] (n=54) examined cancer distribution in men who underwent mp-MRI of the prostate (T2, DWI, MRS) and prostate biopsy followed by radical prostatectomy. The prostate was divided into 12 segments, each of which was examined for malignancy on the basis of T2WI, DWI, and MRS. Notably, DCE with gadolinium was not available. The mp-MRI and biopsy results were compared with the histopathology results from the radical prostatectomy specimens. This comparison demonstrated that T2 and DWI combined had a higher positive rate than any individual sequence when the biopsy result was negative. The authors also raised a practical issue of comparing histopathology with imaging owing to distortion of the radical prostatectomy specimen after fixation.

The data relating to mp-MRI have not all been positive. In a study of men (n=106) who underwent mp-MRI for staging followed by radical prostatectomy, Billing et al. \[[@B25]\] demonstrated that mp-MRI was not able to reliably predict extracapsular extension and seminal vesicle invasion. The authors concluded that mp-MRI has limited value in preoperative staging because of the lack of reliable, predictive data relating to the extent of disease. According to Min et al. \[[@B26]\] (n=126), who retrospectively compared mp-MRI to radical prostatectomy pathology, mp-MRI had high specificity (87.5%) but not sensitivity (65%) for predicting extracapsular extension. Notably, sensitivity improved from 46.4% to 65% with the addition of DWI. The authors concurred that there is a need for a new protocol to reliably predict extracapsular extension; however, they were able to demonstrate that a combination of T1, T2WI, DCE, and DWI resulted in accurate detection of PC. Tanaka et al. \[[@B27]\] (n=67) achieved similar sensitivity (60%) and specificity (86%) for the detection of extracapsular extension as part of staging prior to robotic-assisted radical prostatectomy. Those authors believed that staging mp-MRI has the potential to guide surgical decision-making regarding preservation of the neurovascular bundle.

HISTOPATHOLOGY FROM PROSTATE BIOPSY
===================================

When radical prostatectomy is not indicated or not performed, comparison with histopathology from biopsy is an alternative when trying to evaluate the utility of mp-MRI of the prostate to detect biologically significant disease. An indeterminate or suspicious prostatic lesion according to mp-MRI can be biopsied with MRI-ultrasound fusion technology. Comparison with the final histology (Gleason score and volume) gives a good indication as to the reliability of mp-MRI to detect significant disease.

Transrectal or transperineal ultrasound-guided prostate biopsy with a minimum of 12 cores has been the accepted method of confirming PC in men with an elevated PSA level. This method is blind to the location of suspicion within the prostate, and the false-negative rate has been reported to be as high as 50%. Saturation biopsy (≥24 cores) aimed at improving detection rates may not detect more significant cancer and are associated with higher morbidity \[[@B28]\]. This leads to repeated biopsies, especially in men in whom clinical suspicion is high. The key concern is the possibility of having undiagnosed significant disease. The detection rate of significant disease is improved with targeted biopsy with exciting implications for avoiding overdiagnosis \[[@B28]\].

In an era in which prostate biopsy is also evolving, some argue that transperineal biopsy with upwards of 24 cores is a better standard to which MRI should be held. Pepe et al. \[[@B29]\] (n=100) examined the role of mp-MRI in avoiding repeat transperineal saturation biopsies in men with persistently elevated PSA (4.1-10) with a free to total ratio less than 25% and normal results on a digital rectal exam. They demonstrated that mp-MRI did not identify 22% of cancers, however, these were found to be histologically insignificant. At the same time, mp-MRI was shown to improve the diagnosis of significant disease in the anterior zone. The authors argued that 31 of the men would have been spared from repeat saturation biopsy without a corresponding increased risk of aggressive disease.

A pilot study (n=54) examined MRI-ultrasound fusion biopsy for prediction of final pathology. They compared biopsy pathology to final whole-mount pathology. They performed both a mapping biopsy using a 12-point systematic grid and target biopsies of suspicious areas identified by mp-MRI before surgery. The results demonstrated that fusion technology allowed greater accuracy in predicting final pathology compared with conventional methods \[[@B30]\].

COMPARISON TO PROSTATE-SPECIFIC MEMBRANE ANTIGEN POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY-COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY
=================================================================================================

Regarding primary detection, which is more relevant to mp-MRI or even detecting recurrent disease in the setting of previous radiation, data are scarce. Comparative studies between modalities are important and need to be done. Comparison of mp-MRI of the prostate to other imaging modalities may also yield vital data for assessing effectiveness. One of the key issues in PC management is the early detection of recurrent disease following radical therapy. Early detection avoids or delays systemic therapies and associated side effects. Positron emission tomography-computed tomography (PET-CT) using a choline-based protocol has traditionally been used for this purpose. However, choline uptake in PC cells is poor and therefore this modality is associated with poor sensitivity and specificity, particularly in cases of low PSA levels and high Gleason scores \[[@B31]\]. Prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) is garnering significant interest because it is overexpressed in PC compared with other PSMA-expressing tumors (kidney, small bowel, salivary glands). Almost all adenocarcinomas of the prostate express PSMA. A PSMA-targeted radioligand labeled with gallium 68 (^68^Ga PSMA PET-CT) has been shown to have a strong affinity to PC cells \[[@B32]\].

In a recent, large retrospective analysis (n=319), Afshar-Oromieh et al. \[[@B32]\] demonstrated that ^68^Ga PSMA PET-CT scans could detect PC in 82.8% of patients who were referred for investigation of recurrent PC. Pathological analysis demonstrated accumulation of tracer in malignant lesions. Notably, detection of PC was improved at higher PSA levels. Local therapy was suitable for 40% of the patients, thereby delaying systemic therapy and associated complications. There was no correlation with Gleason score or pathological 68Ga PSMA PET-CT scan. Studies comparing PSMA PET-CT with mp-MRI would be useful for evaluating both modalities, particularly if the utility of PSMA PET-CT is to be extended to primary detection rather than just recurrent PC.

mp-MRI IN ACTIVE SURVEILLANCE
=============================

Active surveillance is being utilized more frequently in the management of PC. The goal is to minimize the harm caused by overtreatment of low-risk disease while providing a means of identifying men with disease progression who require definitive treatment. A significant number of men on active surveillance protocols have a suspicious lesion that is identifiable on MRI \[[@B33]\]. mp-MRI may prove to be particularly useful in this setting because suspicious lesions can be targeted with fusion biopsy leading to preferential sampling of PC tissue. This means that PC progression can be detected more efficiently and accurately. Growing evidence supports the role of repeat mp-MRI of the prostate and fusion biopsy to improve monitoring of men on active surveillance. In a retrospective analysis, Abdi et al. \[[@B34]\] (n=603) demonstrated that mp-MRI of the prostate with the option of subsequent fusion biopsy improves the detection of PC progression for men under active surveillance. Walton-Diaz et al. \[[@B35]\] (n=152) demonstrated that stable mp-MRI findings were associated with Gleason score stability on biopsy. Importantly, only 2.9 fusion biopsies were needed to detect 1 case of Gleason progression compared with 8.74 saturation biopsies. According to the authors, mp-MRI may be a promising means of reducing the number of biopsies for men on active surveillance.

Siddiqui et al. \[[@B36]\] (n=85) found that mp-MRI could reduce the number of repeat biopsies by up to 68% for men on active surveillance. A tumor that is not detected on mp-MRI is more likely to be low risk \[[@B37]\], and according to Johnson et al. \[[@B38]\], the risk of biologically significant disease in patients with a negative mp-MRI result is low enough to justify deferring definitive treatment without biopsy. The findings in these studies are promising and certainly warrant evaluation in large prospective trials. The PRIAS (Prostate Cancer Research International: Active Surveillance) study, which is the largest prospective study evaluating active surveillance, has commenced recruiting eligible patients to have mp-MRI incorporated into the surveillance data. This will provide reliable information with regards to the feasibility of mp-MRI in the context of active surveillance \[[@B39]\].

CONCLUSIONS
===========

The current literature indicates that mp-MRI of the prostate is a promising technology within PC management. Robust data to confirm many of these findings are still needed. Despite promising data indicating that Gleason score can be predicted without a tissue sample (particularly with DWI), such findings should be interpreted cautiously in the clinical setting, particularly in the scenario of an elevated PSA test and negative mp-MRI of the prostate. The clinical confidence in this aspect of the technology is justifiably more guarded compared with the academic excitement.

mp-MRI of the prostate should not be seen as a future replacement for tissue diagnosis but rather as a useful tool in PC diagnosis and management as well as a reliable means of assessing men in the context of active surveillance. Indeed, the ability for targeted biopsy is a substantial and long-awaited step forward. Owing to financial and practical restrictions alone, it is unlikely that mp-MRI will ever become part of a population-based screening model. Like any new technology, it should be treated judiciously and used in combination with current clinical tools for risk stratification.

More likely than not, the gold standard for evaluating mp-MRI is direct comparison of radiology to histopathology. The development of a more sophisticated, standardized model for correlating radiological parameters with histopathology in addition to higher volumes of good quality data is the logical next research pathway. Ultimately, the ability to reliably predict histological risk of significant PC will determine how we judge mp-MRI.
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![T2-weighted image demonstrating an area of low signal intensity in the right peripheral zone consistent with prostate cancer.](kju-56-337-g001){#F1}

![A dynamic contrast enhancement image (A) and postcontrast washout curve (B) of a right peripheral zone lesion.](kju-56-337-g002){#F2}

![A diffusion-weighted image (b value= 2,500) (A) and the corresponding apparent diffusion coefficient map (B) demonstrating Gleason 4+3 prostate cancer in the right peripheral zone.](kju-56-337-g003){#F3}

###### Magnetic resonance sequences and their implications for prostate cancer imaging
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  MR Sequence   Specifics                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Implications for prostate cancer imaging
  ------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  T1-weighted   Gradient echo sequence with short echo time and short repetition time. Can be used with contrast agents.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Detects hemorrhage secondary to prostate biopsy as hyperintense regions. Used to detect bone metastases and enlarged lymph nodes. A fast pulse sequenced version is used for dynamic contrast-enhanced imaging (see below).
  T2-weighted   Fast spin echo sequence with long echo time and long repetition time. Tissues with higher free water content are brighter. Fat tissue is also bright.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              Differentiates zonal anatomy. Cancers are low in signal. Glandular peripheral zone cancers appear as round or ill-defined low-intensity foci. Central gland cancers have similar signal characteristics to the normal and hypertrophic central gland and can be identified by poorly defined borders and lenticular shape. Extracapsular extension can be directly observed. Prostatitis, hemorrhage, atrophy, benign prostatic hyperplasia, and changes after treatment (e.g., radiation induced arteritis) can be mistaken for cancer.
  MRS           The MR signal produces a spectrum of resonances that correspond to different molecular arrangements of the isotope being excited. MRS reflects tumour metabolism.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  In cancer tissue the production of citrate is reduced, whereas choline is increased, leading to an increased choline to citrate ratio. 3 Tesla MRI allows for better spectral separation and overall signal when used in combination with MRS.
  DWI-MRI       Water molecules naturally move randomly according to Brownian motion. In tissues with high cellularity (cancer in particular) diffusion is restricted, which results in an increase in MRI signal with this sequence. The degree of sensitivity to water diffusion is reflected in the \"b value\". The higher the \"b value\" the more sensitive the tissue to restricted diffusion. Apparent diffusion coefficient maps can be calculated from the MRI images.   Prostate cancer exhibits restricted diffusion (dark on ADC maps, high signal on source MRI images).
  DCE-MRI       T1-weighted sequence. Low molecular weight contrast agent diffuses from vascular space to extracellular space and then leaks slowly back into the vascular space. The rate of forward leakage, the rate of backward leakage, and the fractional volume of the extracellular space are calculated using pharmacokinetic modelling.                                                                                                                                  Tumours show early enhancement and early washout of the contrast agent, which enables detection. The higher the tumour grade, the higher these parameters tend to be.

MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MRS, magnetic resonance spectroscopy; DWI MRI, diffusion weighted imaging MRI; ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient; DCE MRI, dynamic contrast enhanced MRI.

Adapted from Raz et al. Nat Rev Urol 2010;7:543-51, with permission of Macmillan Publishers Limited \[[@B8]\].

###### Summary of PIRADS classification: a radiological risk stratification system for prostate cancer
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  PIRADS classification   Risk of PC                        Multiparametric score with T2, DWI, DCE and (including MRS)
  ----------------------- --------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------
  I                       Most probably benign              3,4 (4,5)
  II                      Probably benign                   5,6 (6-8)
  III                     Indeterminate                     7-9 (9-12)
  IV                      Probably malignant                10-12 (13-16)
  V                       Highly suspicious of malignancy   13-15 (17-20)

PIRADS, prostate imaging reporting and data system; PC, prostate cancer; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging; DCE, dynamic contrast enhancement; MRS, magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
